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Abstrat. Thermal radiation within Venus atmosphere is analyzed in lose3
details. Prominent features are identied that are then used to design a pa-4
rameterization (a highly simplied and yet aurate enough model) to be used5
in General Cirulation Models. The analysis is based on a net-exhange for-6
mulation, using a set of gaseous and loud optial data hosen among avail-7
able referened data. The auray of the proposed parameterization method-8
ology is ontrolled against Monte-Carlo simulations, assuming that the op-9
tial data are exat. Then, the auray level orresponding to our present10
optial data hoie is disussed by omparison with available observations,11
onentrating on the most unknown aspets of Venus thermal radiation, namely12
the deep atmosphere opaity and the loud omposition and struture.13
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1. Introdution
In the past deades, General irulation models (GCMs) have beome entral tools for14
the study of the Earth limate and operational weather foreast. Beause those numerial15
tools are mainly based on physis laws, they an be in priniple adapted quite easily to16
various planetary atmospheres, by hanging in partiular fundamental parameters suh17
as the planetary radius, the gas heat apaity, et. Some spei proesses must also18
be inluded depending on the planet suh as the presene of oean and of vegetation on19
Earth, the CO2 ondensation on Mars, or the presene of photohemial haze surrounding20
the atmosphere on Titan [Hourdin et al., 1995; Forget et al., 1999; Rihardson et al., 2007℄.21
But a major step in this proess is generally the development of a radiative transfer ode.22
Beause of the omplexity of radiative transfer omputation, and beause heating rates23
must be omputed typially a few times per hour for simulations overing deades or24
enturies, at eah mesh of a grid of typially a few tens of thousands of points, suh25
odes (named radiative transfer parameterizations) must be based on highly simplied26
algorithms that are generally spei to the partiular atmosphere.27
From this point of view, the ase of Venus is quite hallenging. With its deep atmosphere28
of CO2 (92 bars at the surfae), its huge greenhouse eet (735 K at surfae), its H2SO429
louds whih in some spetral regions behave as pure satterers, allowing to "see" through30
the louds in some near infrared windows [Allen and Crawford , 1984; Bézard et al., 1990℄,31
and beause part of the spetral properties are not measured or onstrained in the ondi-32
tions enountered there, Venus is even a problem for making referene omputations with33
line-by-line odes.34
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A full desription of the energy balane of the atmosphere of Venus an be found in35
Titov et al. [2007℄. A large fration of the solar ux is reeted by the louds, allowing the36
absorption by the atmosphere of only approximately 160 W m
−2
on average. Only 10%37
of the inident solar ux reahes the surfae. Beause of the thikness of the atmosphere38
in most of the infrared, most of the outgoing thermal radiation omes from the loud39
top. Below louds, the deeper atmosphere an only radiate to spae in the near-infrared40
windows. The huge infrared opaity in that region indues a strong greenhouse eet that41
an explain the extremely hot surfae temperature. In this region, energy is radiatively42
transported through short-range radiative exhanges. Convetion, essentially loated in43
the lower and middle louds (from roughly 47-50 km to around 55 km altitude), has been44
identied thanks to the stability proles measured by Pioneer Venus and Venera entry45
probes [Shubert , 1983℄. This onvetion ertainly plays a role in transporting energy46
from the base of the louds (heated from below by the deep atmosphere) to the upper47
louds, where infrared radiation is able to reah spae. This one-dimensional desription48
of the energy balane is a global average view, and its latitudinal variations is related to49
the dynamial struture of the atmosphere, the desription of whih is the main goal of a50
General Cirulation Model.51
In order to perform referene infrared omputations and to develop a fast algorithm52
suitable for a GCM, we make use of the Net-Exhange Rate (NER) formalism based on53
ideas originally proposed by Green [1967℄ and already used to derive a radiation ode for54
the LMD Martian GCM [Dufresne et al., 2005℄, or to analyze the radiative exhanges on55
Earth [Eymet et al., 2004℄. In the NER approah, rather than omputing the radiative56
budget as the divergene of the radiative ux, this budget is omputed from the radiative57
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net-exhanges between all the possible pairs of elements A and B, dened as the dierene58
of the energy emitted by A and absorbed by B and that emitted by B and absorbed by59
A. Using the plane parallel approximation, net radiative exhanges to be onsidered are60
those between two atmospheri layers, between a surfae and an atmospheri layer (spae61
being onsidered as a partiular "surfae" at 0K) or between the two surfaes (ground and62
spae). This formalism insures some important properties suh as the reiproity priniple63
and the energy onservation whatever the retained numerial assumptions [Dufresne et al.,64
2005℄. Thus, drastially dierent levels of approximation an be applied to various terms65
of the omputation, without violating those fundamental physial priniples.66
Within the GCM, the radiative transfer is divided in solar radiative foring, and thermal67
radiation energy redistribution (and ooling to spae). This paper desribes exlusively68
how we use the NER formalism to ompute thermal radiation, and how this omputation69
is parameterized for use within the GCM. This is only a rst step, sine we need also70
to ompute the solar radiative foring with onsistent input parameters (essentially the71
loud struture and optial properties) to get a fully onsistent radiative sheme in the72
GCM. But for the moment, the solar foring in the GCM is taken from omputations by73
Crisp [1986℄, or from Moroz et al. [1985℄ and Tomasko et al. [1980℄. The development of74
a parameterization of solar foring is a work in progress, and will be published in a future75
paper.76
In Setion 2, a set of referened optial data is hosen and briey desribed for all77
omponents of Venus atmosphere, and these optial data are used to perform referene78
net-exhange simulations. The orresponding net-exhange matries are then physially79
interpreted, in order to highlight the features that will serve as start basis for the param-80
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eterization design. This parameterization is desribed and validated in Setion 3. In the81
validation proess, auray is heked against referene Monte Carlo simulations assum-82
ing that all optial data are exat. This means that, at this stage, the parameterization83
methodology (the retained physial pitures, the formulation hoies) is validated. In84
partiular, we an ondently extrapolate that no further tehnial developments will be85
required if we want to inlude more aurate optial data that may arise from a better86
knowledge of the spetral harateristis and omposition of the atmosphere of Venus. But87
we need to disuss the level of ondene assoiated to our present optial data against88
available observations in order to allow an immediate use of the proposed parameterization89
in Venus GCMs[Lebonnois et al., 2005, 2006℄. This disussion is the objet of Setion 4,90
in whih a partiular attention is devoted to the ollision indued ontinuum model and91
the omposition and vertial struture of the loud.92
2. Referene Net-Exhange simulations
2.1. Gas spetrosopi data
The temperature at ground level on Venus is 735 ± 3K for a ground pressure of 9293
± 2 bar. The lower atmosphere is omposed mainly of CO2 (96.5%) and N2 (3.5%)94
that are well mixed over the whole atmosphere. In addition, Venus' atmosphere inludes95
several hemially ative speies: H2O, CO, OCS, SO2, HCl and HF. Figure 1 displays the96
onentrations used in our simulations. These onentrations are taken from the Venus97
International Referene Atmosphere (VIRA)[Sei et al., 1985; vonZahn and Moroz , 1985℄,98
and are onsistent with the most reent reviews disussing Venus atmospheri omposition99
[Taylor et al., 1997; de Bergh et al., 2006; Bézard and de Bergh, 2007℄. These referene100
onentrations are used throughout the present doument, keeping in mind that spatial101
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and temporal variabilities of reative speies remain widely unknown [Taylor et al., 1997;102
Bézard and de Bergh, 2007℄. More reent observations are beoming available from the103
Venus Express mission, in partiular in the mesosphere [Belyaev et al., 2008; Fedorova104
et al., 2008℄. These new results should allow to dene more preisely the referene proles105
used for future omputations.106
In the infrared domain, gaseous absorption is mainly due to rotation-vibration absorp-107
tion lines of CO2, H2O, SO2, CO, OCS, HDO, H2S, HCl and HF. Beause of the large108
pressure variations with altitude, line widths are strongly dependent on altitude: from109
very narrow isolated lines at the top of the atmosphere, to extremely wide lines with110
strong line overlap in the deep atmosphere (see Fig. 2). At eah altitude and for the111
onsidered spetral interval, the average value k¯a of the absorption oeient and the112
overlap parameter Φ are also shown in Fig. 3. The overlap parameter Φ is dened as113
Φ = k¯a
2
k¯2a−k¯a
2 where k¯2a− k¯a2 is the variane of the absorption oeient within the spetral114
interval. The variation of Φ with altitude is shown, for instane, in the [4700−4900]cm−1115
spetral interval (values of Φ may be dierent in a dierent spetral interval). Spetral116
lines are well separated at high altitude and the overlap parameter Φ is small ompared117
to unity (Fig. 2a and 2b). Pressure broadening inreases lines overlap at middle altitudes118
(Fig. 2) and, at the bottom of the atmosphere, lines an no longer be identied.119
In the following simulations and quantitative analysis, gas absorption opaities are those120
of Bullok and Grinspoon [2001℄. These opaities were generated from high-resolution121
spetral data for the nine main moleular speies orresponding to a ombination of the122
HITRAN1996 and HITEMP line-by-line databases [Rothman et al., 2000, 2003℄. Contin-123
uous absorption line spetra at eah of 81 altitudes are redued to disrete k-distribution124
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data sets [Goody et al., 1989; Lais and Hansen, 1991℄ on the basis of a narrow-band125
spetral disretization and a 8 points Gaussian quadrature. The infrared spetrum from126
1.71 to 250 µm (40 to 5700 m−1) is overed with 68 narrow bands. A desription of127
the orresponding spetral meshs an be found in table 3 (appendix A). The vertial128
grid is regular: eah atmospheri layer is 1km thik from the ground up to an altitude of129
61km, and layers above this altitude are 2km thik. In order to aount for the variation130
with temperature of line intensities and line proles, three distint k-distribution data131
sets have been omputed : a primary set orresponding to the VIRA temperature prole132
(refered to as T V IRA) and two sets orresponding to a uniform 10 K inrease and derease133
(T V IRA + 10 K and T V IRA − 10 K respetively).134
Beause of the high pressure and temperature levels enountered in Venus atmosphere,135
ollisions between gas moleules indue signiant additional opaities. Compared with136
standard absorption line spetra, these opaities evolve slowly with frequeny and they are137
ommonly referred to as ollision-indued ontinuum. This phenomenon is aurately138
quantied for Earth atmosphere, but remains widely unknown as far as Venus atmosphere139
is onerned. Hereafter, we only onsider CO2-CO2 ollisions and we make use of modeling140
results from A. Borysow
1
for the [10,250℄ m
−1
spetral range [Gruszka and Borysow , 1997℄141
together with available empirial data for the [250,4740℄ m
−1
spetral range [Moskalenko142
et al., 1979℄ (ontinuum is set to zero between 4740 and 5825 cm−1). Another eet of high143
pressures is to be found in the sub-Lorentzian nature of CO2 absorption lines: absorption144
in far wings is less than predited by standard Lorentz pressure-broadened lines [Burh145
et al., 1969℄. Corretion fators are ommonly used to aount for this phenomenon146
[Bézard et al., 1990; Perrin and Hartmann, 1989℄, in partiular in the so-alled spetral147
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windows (mainly at 1.73 and 2.30 µm), but not enough experimental data are available148
to allow quantitative evaluations throughout the all infrared spetrum, as required for the149
present study. We therefore introdue no spei modiation of the k-distribution data150
set from Bullok and Grinspoon [2001℄, keeping in mind that line proles were trunated151
at 25 cm−1 from line enter during its prodution.152
Note that H2O ollision-indued ontinuum (Roberts et al. [1976℄, as presented in Bullok153
[1997℄), and Rayleigh sattering by CO2 and N2 with temperature and pressure depen-154
dene of the real refration index from the International Critial Tables [Washburn et al.,155
1930℄ have also been inluded. Both phenomena have been shown to be negligible for the156
purposes of the present study.157
2.2. Clouds and hazes opaities
Venus is ompletely shrouded by louds in the 47 to 70 km altitude region. Middle-158
latitude louds vertial struture and omposition is known sine measurements by Venera159
9 and 10 landers, and the four entry probes from Pioneer Venus [Esposito et al., 1983℄.160
The loudy region an be essentially subdivided into three distint layers: the lower layer,161
from 47 to 49 km, the middle from 49 to 57 km and the upper layer that extends from162
57 km to the top of the louds (70 km). Thinner hazes an be found above and below the163
main loud deks.164
Cloud droplets are onstituted by H2SO4/H2O aerosols [Pollak et al., 1978℄. Four dif-165
ferent partile modes have been identied and their size distributions an be modeled166
with trunated log-normal distributions [Zasova et al., 2007; Esposito et al., 1983; Knol-167
lenberg and Hunten, 1980℄. We retain here the modal properties and the nominal number168
densities of Zasova et al. [2007℄ (see Table 1 and Table 2). These loud mirophysial169
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data and the omplex refrative index of H2SO4 solutions [Palmer and Williams, 1975℄170
are used together with the Mie theory in order to ompute the optial data required171
for radiative transfer omputations : total extintion optial depths, single-sattering172
albedo and phase-funtions. The detailed phase-funtion is not diretly used. Instead, the173
phase-funtion asymmetry parameter is omputed on the basis of the exat Mie phase-174
funtion and radiative transfer simulations are performed using the Henyey-Greenstein175
phase-funtion [Goody and Yung , 1995℄. Details of the louds optial depths omputation176
an be found in appendix B. Figure 4 displays absorption and sattering oeients while177
Fig. 5 shows single-sattering albedo and asymmetry parameter as funtion of narrow-178
band interval and atmospheri layer index. Note in partiular that the single-sattering179
albedo takes values very lose to unity in the near-infrared (λ < 2.5µm), making the180
louds transluent and allowing thermal radiation from below to esape in the CO2 spe-181
tral windows.182
2.3. Monte-Carlo simulations and Net-exhange rate analysis
The ode KARINE
2
is used together with the above presented gas and loud spetral183
databases to produe referene radiative transfer simulation results. This ode is based184
on a Net-Exhange Monte-Carlo algorithm. We will not desribe here the details of suh185
algorithms, that were rst introdued in Cherkaoui et al. [1996℄ and were gradually re-186
ned in the last deade, in partiular as far as atmospheri appliations are onerned.187
In the present ontext, it is partiularly meaningful to point out the spei onvergene188
diulties assoiated with extremely high optial thiknesses, for whih pratial solu-189
tions were proposed reently, rst for purely absorbing media [De Lataillade et al., 2002℄190
and then for simultaneous high absorption and high sattering onditions [Eymet et al.,191
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2005℄. KARINE implements all suh methodologial developments and was submitted to192
a systemati validation proedure against the orresponding benhmark solutions. Mul-193
tiple sattering aurate representation was ontroled with a spei attention using the194
invariane properties of Blano and Fournier [2003℄; Roger et al. [2005℄.195
Eah radiative transfer simulation (and later, eah parameterization all) produes a196
Net-Exhange Rate (NER) matrix assoiated with the atmospheri vertial disretization197
plus ground and spae. The NER Ψ(i, j) between two elements i and j of the atmosphere198
(an element an be an atmospheri layer, ground or spae) is dened as E(j → i), the199
radiative power emitted by element j and absorbed by element i, minus E(i → j), the200
radiative power emitted by element i and absorbed by element j [Dufresne et al., 2005;201
Green, 1967; Joseph and Bursztyn, 1976℄. In the plane parallel approximation, eah NER202
between two atmospheri layers (or a layer and surfae) has the dimension of a power per203
surfae unity (W/m2). The radiative budget ζ(i) of element i is then the sum of NERs204
between i and every other element j:205
Ψ(i, j) = E(j → i)−E(i→ j) (1)
ζ(i) =
m+1∑
j=0
Ψ(i, j) (2)
The purpose of the present setion is to physially analyze these NER matries. To206
avoid meaningless noisy strutures, the NER analysis are performed on the basis of a207
smoothed T V IRA prole 3: a third order polynomial adjustment is made between the208
surfae and altitude z = 43 km on the basis of the original VIRA temperature prole (the209
maximum temperature dierene between T V IRA and the adjusted prole is ∆Tmax =210
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2.5 K). Figure 6 displays the matrix of spetrally integrated NERs for this smoothed211
temperature prole. NERs between a given atmospheri layer i and all other layers j an212
be found on line index i. The line index 0 orresponds to ground, and line m + 1 = 82213
to spae. Let us take the example of layer number 30: elements of line number 30 show214
rst the NER between layer 30 and ground, then NERs between layer 30 and the 29215
rst atmospheri layers. These NER are positive: layer number 30 is heated by these 29216
rst layers beause layer 30 is older than layers below it. By denition, NER between217
layer 30 and itself is null. Subsequent elements orrespond to NERs between layer 30 and218
atmospheri layers loated above it, and the NER between layer 30 and spae. These latter219
NERs are negative beause layer 30 is warmer than all above layers. The NER matrix220
is antisymmetri beause by denition Ψ(j, i) = −Ψ(i, j), and all diagonal elements are221
null: Ψ(i, i) = 0.222
The amplitude of a given NER between two elements i and j is the result of the following223
ombined eets [Eymet et al., 2004; Dufresne et al., 2005℄ :224
• temperature dierene between i and j: the greater the temperature dierene, the225
greater the absolute value of the NER Ψ(i, j);226
• loal emission/ absorption properties of i and j: maximum emission/ absorption is227
reahed when i or j behave like a blakbody, whih is the ase when i or j is either the228
ground surfae, spae or an optially thik atmospheri layer (espeially if the layer is229
loudy);230
• attenuation of radiation along the optial paths between i and j: it depends on ab-231
sorption properties of the intermediate atmosphere, distane between i and j, omplexity232
of the optial path domain in partiular as far as multiple sattering is onerned.233
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In the ase of Venus atmosphere, the temperature dierene is quite easy to piture :234
roughly speaking the greater the distane between i and j, the greater the temperature235
dierene. The two other points are more subtle beause their inuenes are opposite as236
funtion of absorption properties when i and/or j are gas layers : at frequenies where the237
atmospheri gas is a strong absorber, the emission is strong, whih inreases the NERs238
involving gas layers, but attenuation is also strong whih dereases all types of distant239
NERs. The strong spetral dependene of gaseous absorption (within or outside absorp-240
tion bands, at the enter or at the wings of absorption lines) is therefore essential when241
physially analyzing the struture of the NER matrix of Fig. 6. Let us for instane242
onsider the NERs between gas layers in the deep atmosphere. Eah gas layer an only243
exhange radiation with its lose neighbors. For further layers, although the tempera-244
ture dierene is greater, attenuation is too strong for signiant net-exhanges to our.245
Above 10 km (layer index 12), although attenuation seems very strong from this point of246
view, net-exhanges are observed with the bottom of the loud (layers 49-50). This re-247
quires that these two types of net-exhanges (with lose neighbors and with loud bottom)248
our at dierent frequenies within a given spetral band. The fat that NERs with the249
loud are observed is due to absorption by loud droplets at frequenies where the atmo-250
spheri gas alone would be quite transparent. The interpretation of the struture of the251
NER matrix requires therefore to keep in mind the band struture of gaseous absorption252
(see Fig. 3), the separated line struture within eah band when pressure broadening is253
not too strong (see Fig. 2) and the regularity of loud absorption spetra (see Fig. 4).254
The main features of Fig. 6 are the following :255
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• Net-exhanges between the ground (layer 0) and atmospheri layers is only signiant256
for the rst layers. This is due to the extremely large opaities orresponding to 92 bars257
of CO2 at 700K. Pressure broadening is suh that gaseous absorption lines are strongly258
overlapped (see Fig. 2d), and no transmission at frequenies between lines enters is259
possible: the gas behaves like an optially thik gray medium in eah narrow band, as260
indiated by the large values of the overlap parameter in Fig. 3b.261
• Strong NERs are observed between neighboring layers up to 65 km. These intense262
NERs, despite of small temperature dierenes (short distane NERs), indiate that even263
at moderate pressures where the density of gaseous absorbers dereases, emission and264
absorption are still very strong at the enter of the most intense absorption lines.265
• Long distane NERs between atmospheri layers are weak (the NER matrix is very266
muh empty), exept as far as loud layers are onerned (beause of the ontinuous267
absorption by loud droplets).268
• NERs with spae are signiant within and above the loud region. This an be269
analyzed similarly as the eet of loud bottom for the deep atmosphere : spae is a270
ontinuous absorber that allows long distane net-exhanges in all spetral windows of271
moderate gaseous absorption. This eet is partiularly strong beause spae is at 3 K272
and therefore temperature dierene is large.273
Further illustration of these mehanisms an be performed on the basis of partial NER274
matries orresponding to seleted narrow bands. Fig. 7a and 7 display the NER ma-275
tries orresponding to narrow bands index 1 and 6, that respetively over the 1.73 µm276
and 2.30 µm spetral windows. Net-exhanges between spae and deep atmospheri lay-277
ers (and even the ground) are learly visible, as well as net-exhanges between distant278
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atmospheri layers within the deep atmosphere. Almost all NERs between spae and the279
deep atmosphere our in these two bands, whih is the reason of their very spei role280
in terms of observations. Bands index 3 and 9 (Fig. 7b and 7d) are very dierent: optial281
thiknesses are high, and net-exhanges are stritly restrited to immediately adjaent gas282
layers.283
For eah narrow band, the total radiative budget of layer i in narrow band index nb284
ζnb(i) =
m+1∑
j=0
Ψnb(i, j) (3)
an be deomposed also as285
ζnb(i) = ζnb(i)
atm−ground + ζnb(i)
atm−space + ζnb(i)
atm−atm
(4)
where ζnb(i)
atm−ground = Ψnb(i, 0) is the net heating of layer i by the ground,286
ζnb(i)
atm−space = Ψnb(i,m + 1) is the opposite of the ooling to spae of layer i and287
ζnb(i)
atm−atm =
∑m
j=1Ψnb(i, j) is the portion of the radiative budget that is due to net-288
exhanges between atmospheri layer i and the rest of the atmosphere. Figure 8 displays289
these three ontributions and the total radiative budget as funtion of wavelength and290
layer index i 4. It appears that :291
• ζnb(i)atm−ground (Fig. 8b) is null, exept at the very bottom of the atmosphere.292
• ζnb(i)atm−space (Fig. 8) is null for the whole deep atmosphere (exept in the near-293
infrared windows where ooling to spae ours but is small ompared with atm-atm294
exhanges) but the whole atmosphere above the louds is signiantly ooled by radiative295
exhanges with spae. Cooling to spae also ours within the upper loud and partially296
at the lower loud levels through the rest of the loud in some far-infrared spetral bands.297
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• ζnb(i)atm−atm (Fig. 8d) is the dominant part of the radiative budget, exept near298
the surfae and far above louds. Generally speaking, the upper atmosphere is heated299
by the deep atmosphere (whih is reiproally ooled by the same mehanism). atm-atm300
net exhanges remain dominant above the louds, in a region where the atmosphere is301
optially thin enough for ζnb(i)
atm−space
to be very signiant in this very same region.302
But again, this is due to the line struture of gaseous absorption: short distane atm-atm303
net-exhanges our at frequenies lose to line enters, while long distane atm-spae304
net-exhanges are assoiated with line wing frequenies. Similar reasons lead to a atm-305
atm net radiative ooling of most of the loud (net-exhange with the upper part of the306
loud and the top atmosphere) that is omparable in magnitude with ooling to spae.307
Also very remarkable is the strong heating of the bottom of the loudy region (layers308
48-49) due to net-exhanges with the atmosphere below. Atm-atm net-exhanges are also309
signiant in the deep atmosphere.310
The resulting vertial struture of the total radiative budget integrated over the whole311
spetrum is displayed in Fig. 9. In the upper atmosphere (above 70 km),312
Cooling to spae dominates in the upper atmosphere (above 70 km), as well as in the313
upper loud region (57 to 70 km), with a marked maximum at 57 km (orresponding to314
the upper limit of the dense loud region). Within the dense loud region (from 49 to 57315
km) the net eet of atm-spae and atm-atm net-exhanges is an overall net ooling of316
the upper part, and a heating of the lower part (with a omparable magnitude). In the317
enter part of the dense loud region, the struture of the radiative budget vertial prole318
is quite omplex, and is very sensitive to the temperature prole, whih itself ontrols the319
balane between solar heating, thermal exhanges and onvetion. The same observation320
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ould be made in the deep atmosphere. In both ases, short distane atm-atm exhanges321
are dominant, whih means that the energy redistribution proess assoiated with radia-322
tion is lose to a diusion proess : the medium is optially thik in terms of absorption323
and a diusive model suh as Rosseland model is well adapted to the representation of324
the ombined eets of emission, absorption and sattering. In suh a model, the total325
radiative budget is proportional to the seond derivative of the temperature prole with326
altitude, and the present disretization in m = 81 layers, assoiated with the unertain-327
ties of the T V IRA temperature prole, leads to strong utuations of this seond order328
derivative. These utuations are learly visible in the middle of the loud layer. Note329
that when vertial energy exhanges are dominated by those loal radiative exhanges,330
the temperature adjusts so that the utuations disappear; but in the present unoupled331
study, the exhanges would have been dominated by those utuations if T V IRA had not332
been smoothed below 43km.333
Finally, we show in Fig. 10 displays the dierenes between eah referene NER (Fig. 6),334
and NERs omputed using the absorption approximation : absorption optial thiknesses335
are unhanged, while both partiulate sattering optial thiknesses and Rayleigh satter-336
ing optial thiknesses are set to zero. Sattering aets net exhanges between the base of337
the louds and the atmosphere underneath: radiation emitted in the bottom atmosphere338
is partially reeted at the base of the loud (baksattering eets). The same is true for339
NERs between the upper atmosphere and the top of the dense loud region, as well as for340
NERs between all the atmosphere above the dense loud region and spae. Altogether,341
the eet of sattering on the total radiative budget reahes 8% at the bottom and 7% at342
the top of the dense loud region (Fig. 9).343
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3. Parameterization
We derive a simple parameterization of the NER matrix usable in a general irulation344
model. As a rst step, we assume that the vertial distributions of infrared absorbers and345
satterers will be kept onstant with latitude and time in the rst phase of Venus general346
irulation modeling. We therefore onentrate on the ability of the parameterization to347
aurately represent the eets assoiated with temperature hanges at onstant ompo-348
sition. Corresponding omputation requirements and extension to variable ompositions349
is then briey disussed.350
3.1. GCM parameterization simulations with onstant atmospheri omposition
For eah NER Ψnb(i, j) between elements i and j in narrow band index nb an exhange351
fator ξnb(i, j) is dened , following Dufresne et al. [2005℄, as352
ξnb(i, j) =
Ψnb(i, j)
Bnb(j)− Bnb(i) (5)
where Bnb(i) and Bnb(j) are the values of the Plank funtion at the mass weighted average353
temperatures T i and T j of atmospheri layers i and j respetively. The parameterization354
objetive is then to nd eient ways of evaluating ξnb(i, j). In the ase of a onstant355
atmospheri omposition, Ψnb(i, j), and therefore ξnb(i, j), evolve as funtion of the atmo-356
spheri temperature prole only. If we further assume that temperature variations around357
the T V IRA prole do not aet absorption and sattering ross setions, then tempera-358
ture hanges modify only the values of the Plank funtion and the sensitivity of ξnb(i, j)359
to temperature is stritly related to the vertial temperature proles within atmospheri360
layers i and j. In suh onditions, as developed in Dufresne et al. [2005℄, we an argue361
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that a high level of auray is met by simply assuming that ξnb(i, j) takes a onstant362
value ξ
ref
nb (i, j). NERs are evaluated as :363
Ψnb(i, j) ≈ ξrefnb (i, j)
[
Bnb(j)− Bnb(i)
]
(6)
whih only requires two omputations of the Plank funtion at the average temperatures.364
The matrix of all ξ
ref
nb (i, j) is omputed one for all using the Monte Carlo ode detailed365
in the previous setion.366
There are three limit ases for whih this approximation of a onstant ξnb(i, j) may be367
demonstrated
5
:368
1. when the absolute dierene |T i− T j | is large ompared with the temperature vari-369
ations within atmospheri layers i and j (whih orresponds essentially to the NERs370
between distant layers);371
2. when atmospheri layers i and j are optially thin;372
3. when atmospheri layers i and j are adjaent layers and the temperature prole is373
linear with pressure (or quadrati for adjaent layers of idential mass).374
The reiproity priniple tells us that the spae Γ(i, j) of the optial paths γ from any375
point in atmospheri layer i to any point in atmospheri layer j is formally idential to376
the spae Γ(j, i) of the optial paths from any point in atmospheri layer j to any point377
in atmospheri layer i. This simply means that E(i→ j) and E(j → i) (see Eq. 1) have378
the same integral struture [De Lataillade et al., 2002; Eymet et al., 2005; Dufresne et al.,379
1998℄ :380
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E(j → i) =
∫
IR
dν
∫
Γi,j
dγξν(γ)Bν(γ, j) (7)
E(i→ j) =
∫
IR
dν
∫
Γi,j
dγξν(γ)Bν(γ, i) (8)
leading to381
Ψ(i, j) =
∫
IR
dν
∫
Γi,j
dγξν(γ)
[
Bν(γ, j)−Bν(γ, i)
]
(9)
where ν is the frequeny integrated over the infrared, γ is the optial path integrated382
over the spae Γ(i, j), ξν(γ) is an optio-geometri fator inluding absorption, sattering383
and surfae reetion, and Bν(γ, i) and Bν(γ, j) are the blakbody intensities at the384
temperatures of the beginning and end of the optial path γ. With suh a formulation the385
rst limit ase is trivial. Temperature variations within eah layer an be negleted and386
the blakbody intensity dierene Bν(γ, j) − Bν(γ, i) in Eq. 9 an be approximated as387
Bnb(j)−Bnb(i) (note that aording to the narrow band assumption the Plank funtion388
is independent of frequeny within eah band) :389
Ψnb(i, j) =
∫
∆νnb
dν
∫
Γij
dγξν(γ)[Bν(γ, j)− Bν(γ, i)] (10)
≈
[∫
∆νnb
dν
∫
Γij
dγξν(γ)
]
[Bnb(j)−Bnb(i)] (11)
This means that390
ξnb(i, j) ≈
∫
∆νnb
dν
∫
Γij
dγξν(γ) (12)
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whih depends on optial properties only and has therefore no diret temperature depen-391
dene.392
For the seond limit ase, the reason why ξnb(i, j) may be kept onstant is that radiation393
emitted at eah loation within a layer exits the layer without signiant extintion. This394
means that the total power emitted by a layer is the same as if the layer was isothermal395
at a temperature orresponding to the average blakbody intensity. If the temperature396
heterogeneity within eah layer is small, the Plank funtion an be linearized and the397
average blakbody intensity orresponds approximately to the Plank funtion at the398
average temperature.399
The third limit ase is quite dierent, as no analogy an be made with the isothermal400
layer ase. The full demonstration an be found in Dufresne et al. [2005℄ and we only401
onentrate here on the physial pitures orresponding to the partiular ase of optially402
thik adjaent layers. As disussed in Setion 2.3, radiative exhanges between adjaent403
layers are indeed partiularly important beause they our at frequenies where opaities404
are high. At suh frequenies the NER is dominated by optial paths orresponding to405
radiation emitted and absorbed in the immediate viinity of the interfae between the two406
layers. For suh optial paths γ between layer i and layer i+1, let us note Pγ,i and Pγ,i+1407
the pressure at the extremities of the path loated in layer i and layer i+ 1 respetively.408
If Pγ,i and Pγ,i+1 are lose to the interfae I the Plank funtion an be linearized as a409
funtion of pressure :410
Bν(γ, i)− Bν(γ, i+ 1) ≈
(
∂Bnb
∂P
)
I
(Pγ,i − Pγ,i+1) (13)
and the NER beomes411
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Ψnb(i, i+ 1) ≈
[∫
∆νnb
dν
∫
Γi,i+1
dγξν(γ)(Pγ,i − Pγ,i+1)
](
∂Bnb
∂P
)
I
(14)
Provided that
(
∂Bnb
∂P
)
I
an be replaed by the ratio
Bnb(i)−Bnb(i+1)
Pc,i−Pc,i+1
, we get412
ξnb(i, i+ 1) ≈
[∫
∆νnb
dν
∫
Γi,i+1
dγξν(γ)(Pγ,i − Pγ,i+1)
]
1
Pc,i − Pc,i+1 (15)
where Pc,i and Pc,i+1 are the pressure oordinates at the enter of mass of layer i and layer413
i + 1. As in the two rst limit ases, ξnb(i, i + 1) appears therefore as a purely optio-414
geometri quantity : it is independent of temperature despite of the fat that the sub-415
layer temperature proles play an essential part in suh exhanges. Replaing the Plank416
funtion gradient at the interfae
(
∂Bnb
∂P
)
I
by
Bnb(i)−Bnb(i+1)
Pc,i−Pc,i+1
is exat if the Plank funtion417
an be linearized as funtion of temperature and if the temperature prole is either a418
linear funtion of P throughout the two adjaent layers (whatever layers thiknesses), or419
a quadrati funtion of pressure in the partiular ase where the two layers are of equal420
mass [Dufresne et al., 2005℄.421
These three limit ases are very muh meaningful for the NERs that were shown to422
be dominant in Setion 2.3 : NERs between adjaent layers on the one hand, and NERs423
with surfae, spae, loud bottom and loud top, on the other hand, that orrespond to424
long distane exhanges for whih the rst and seond limit ases apply. In order to test425
more generally the validity of the onstant ξnb(i, j) assumption for Venus appliations,426
we omputed ξ
ref
b (i, j) for the VIRA prole and then omputed the approximate solution427
(Eq. 6) and the exat solution for four perturbed temperature proles. To obtain these428
proles, we added sinusoidal temperature perturbations to the smoothed VIRA prole.429
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The amplitude of the perturbation is 10 K and the wavelength is 33 km. Four dierent430
phases are used in order to hek the eets of hanges in temperature and temperature431
gradients at all altitudes in the range of the maximum utuations expeted in Venus432
GCMs: these four temperature proles (T2 − T5) are: T2(z) = T V IRA(z) + 10sin
(
2piz
33
)
,433
T3(z) = T
V IRA(z)−10sin
(
2piz
33
)
, T4(z) = T
V IRA(z)+10sin
(
2piz
33
− pi
2
)
, T5(z) = T
V IRA(z)−434
10sin
(
2piz
33
− pi
2
)
. Figure 11 displays suh omparisons, indiating that the adequation is435
quasi perfet at all altitudes.436
This parameterization is presently used in a rst series of three-dimension Venus GCM437
simulations [Eymet et al., 2006; Crespin et al., 2006℄ based on the terrestrial LMDZ model438
[Hourdin et al., 2006℄. Suh simulations inlude the surfae pressure variations assoi-439
ated with orography, whih means that the ξ
ref
nb (i, j) matrix is dierent at eah latitude-440
longitude loation. In order to avoid the omputation and storage of a large number of441
suh matries, ξ
ref
nb (i, j) is interpolated on the basis of 96 simulations orresponding to a442
regular disretization of surfae pressures in the 40-115 bar range (using a 5 bars step) and443
a disretization of the altitude at the top of the louds in the 58-70 km range (using a 4 km444
step). This is widely suient to meet the present requirements and no further eorts445
were made toward storage redution, in partiular as far as the number of narrow-bands446
is onerned.447
Note that in the tests performed above (Fig. 11) we used infrared opaities orrespond-448
ing to the referene T V IRA prole. The variations of infrared opaities with temperature449
were therefore negleted. The eet of this approximation on ooling rates an be eval-450
uated, in order to hek whether a parameterization renement is required, using the451
k-distribution data built for temperature proles shifted of +10 K and −10 K away from452
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T V IRA (see setion 2.1). A referene solution is built, in whih k-distribution data are453
linearly interpolated between T V IRA−10 K, T V IRA and T V IRA+10 K and the results are454
ompared to the previous parameterization results. It appears that, in terms of ooling455
rates, opaity variations with temperature have only signiant inuenes (≈ 10%) in the456
high atmosphere above the louds. A simple pratial solution is detailed in appendix C457
that allows the parameterization to be upgraded in order to orret this disrepany (see458
Fig. 12).459
3.2. Computational requirements and extension toward variable loud
strutures
In the urrent onguration, with 68 narrow bands and 50 vertial levels, the use of460
this parameterization in the Venus version of LMDZ GCM, with one single NER matrix,461
inreases the size of the model exeutable from roughly 360 Mo to 425 Mo. To inlude462
the surfae pressure dependeny, the use of 16 dierent matries inreases this size by463
roughly 23 Mo. This inrease is linear with respet to the number of matries used, whih464
means that using N matries would inrease the size by roughly 1.5 × N (in Mo). N465
ould therefore be signiantly inreased above 16 without any diulty, whih will rst466
be used to test the eet of the variations with latitude of loud altitudes and strutures.467
Inreasing the number of NER matries an therefore be easily used to aount for468
spatial variations of the atmospheri omposition, but a strong limitation of the present469
proposition is the fat that omposition is assumed onstant in time. In a near future,470
if the amounts of absorbers and satterers (gaseous absorbers and loud droplets) are471
allowed to vary along a GCM simulation, then a physial model will be required for the472
variation of ξ
ref
nb (i, j) with atmospheri omposition. For large variations, the orrespond-473
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ing omputational requirements will probably be very signiant and the rst steps will474
therefore be to nd systemati ways of reduing the number of NERs by negleting parts475
of the matrix for a given auray level, optimize the number of narrow-bands, and lin-476
earize the blakbody intensities with temperature (whih allows a summation over the477
narrow-bands as illustrated in Appendix C) without violating the reiproity priniple.478
All suh developments will be held suessively, following the needs of the Venus GCM479
ommunity, and will probably onentrate on the loud region and the upper atmosphere.480
However, for small variations, simple solutions an be rapidly implemented. Eah481
ξ
ref
nb (i, j) an indeed be linearized as funtion of n main parameters of the vertial dis-482
tributions of absorbers and satterers. Suh an approah only requires that sensitivity483
matries are omputed one and stored for use in a Taylor like rst order expansion. The484
feasability is therefore diretly related to485
• the omputation time required to produe the sensitivity matries with suient486
auray level,487
• the additional memory size orresponding the n×N sensitivity matries (where, as488
dened above, N is the number of referene NER matries),489
• and the omputation time assoiated to the linear omputation of eah ξnb(i, j) from490
ξ
ref
nb (i, j) and its sensitivities to the n retained parameters.491
The omputation of sensitivity matries may look very demanding. It will indeed not be492
possible to make use of analytial formulations of the NER sensitivities, beause satter-493
ing is essential in the viinity and within the loud, where omposition variations will rst494
be analysed (see Fig. 9 and Setion 2.3). Aurately omputing sensitivities of infrared495
radiative transfer quantities with numerial tools is a well identied diulty and very496
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few pratial solutions are available [Weise and Zhang , 1997℄. However it was reently497
shown that suh sensitivities ould be omputed with the Monte Carlo method, in parallel498
to the main omputation algorithm, with very little additional omputation osts [Roger499
et al., 2005℄. Upgrading KARINE to ompute the sensitivities of ξ
ref
nb (i, j) to the vertial500
omposition parameters is therefore only a question of pratial implementation (most of501
the orresponding feasibility tests have already been performed by Roger [2006℄). Com-502
puting n × N with n and N of the order of several tens should therefore introdue no503
spei tehnial diulty. The above reported tests indiate that the memory size in-504
rease should be of the order of 1.5×n×N (in Mo). For the omputers used in this study,505
a memory size of up to 2 Go would be aeptable, whih allows to reah n×N values of506
the order of 1000. If we think of a maximum of N = 30 for variations with grid points507
of orography and loud struture, this leaves us with n = 30 parameters for the vertial508
omposition at eah grid point, whih should be widely suient for rst analysis of the509
oupling of atmospheri dynamis with hemistry (if radiation is indeed shown to play a510
signiant role in this oupling). In terms of omputing time, the present onguration of511
the parameterization (with 2000 radiative iterations per Venus day) indues an inrease512
of approximately 10% of the total omputing time of the GCM. Inluding the sensitivities513
to n parameters with n of the order of serveral tens may inrease this proportion, though514
this needs to be assessed.515
4. Comparison with observations and sensitivity to the main free parameters
The new parameterization auray has been heked so far against Monte Carlo simu-516
lation results assuming that all optial data are exat and we an ondently extrapolate517
that the parameterization methodology will remain aurate if enhaned optial data are518
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used in the future. The purpose of the present setion is to establish the unertainty level519
assoiated to our present data in order to allow their use in today's rst series of GCM520
simulations.521
The easiest quantitative ontrol onsists in the omputation of the emitted thermal522
radiation at the top of the atmosphere and its omparison with the inident solar ux time523
the integral Bond albedo. It is ommonly admitted that the expeted average emitted524
ux should be 157 + / − 6Wm−2 Titov et al. [2007℄. Using the optial data and the525
loud struture desribed in Setion 2, together with the VIRA temperature prole, we526
obtain an emitted ux value of 156.0Wm−2 whih is within the expeted range. To527
further analyse this emitted thermal radiation, its spetrum is rst ompared in Fig. 13528
with the spetrum of blakbody emission at 232K as suggested in Bullok and Grinspoon529
[2001℄. In logarithmi sale, the agreement is indeed very good, exept in the strong CO2530
absorption bands and at near-infrared frequenies where the H2S04 louds are transluent.531
The detailed spetral struture an then be ompared with available observations. For532
the [0; 2000cm−1] wavenumber range, Fig. 14 displays a omparison with the average533
spetrum orresponding to the [−10;+10] latitudes as observed during the Venera 15534
mission (Zasova et al. [2007℄). These data are retained here beause Zasova et al. used535
them to infer the loud model that we retained for the present study. A high level of536
onsisteny an therefore be expeted, and indeed the two spetra math quite aurately.537
This spetral signature is also very lose to that of the emitted uxes simulated by Crisp538
and Titov [1997℄; Titov et al. [2007℄ at a muh higher spetral resolution
6
. Comparison539
with the simulation results of Pollak et al. [1980℄ is less satisfatory but the essential540
features an still be onsidered quite similar, keeping in mind the limits of the gaseous541
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spetral data and the loud models available in the early 80's. For the [2000; 4000cm−1]542
wavenumber range, Fig. 15 displays a omparison with observations performed by the543
NIMS instrument during the 1990 Galileo yby of the dark side of Venus [Carlson, 1991;544
Taylor et al., 1997℄. The agreement is not as good as in Fig. 14 but is still very muh545
satisfatory onsidering our poor spetral resolution in this less energeti part of the546
spetrum.547
Similar spetral omparisons ould not be performed for altitude levels within the atmo-548
sphere beause all available observed spetra orrespond to outgoing radiation at the top549
of the atmosphere. We ould only ompare our spetra with those simulated by Pollak550
et al. [1980℄, as reported in Fig. 16: at the level orresponding to a pressure of 0.79atm551
the agreement is as partial as for the top of atmosphere ux, but again, absorption data552
and loud models are quite dierent. Further analysis of net-uxes within the atmosphere553
an only be performed on a spetrally integrated basis. Figure 17 displays the integrated554
net ux as a funtion of altitude for our nominal model using VIRA temperature prole.555
For omparison, Fig. 18 reprodues the net thermal ux derived from the SNFR and LIR556
measurements on Pioneer Venus desent probes, as summarized in Reveromb et al. [1985℄.557
The unertainty and appearant dependane on loation are suh that these observations558
are very diult to use for the present validation exerise. However, we an keep in mind559
that the order of magnitude of 100Wm−2 at 60km seems to be a point of agreement,560
but none of the observed net ux proles shows suh a strong variation at the bottom561
of the loud as what we simulate with our optial data (from 20Wm−2 to 60Wm−2 in a562
few kilometers when desending through the bottom of the loud). An other disrepany563
is the net ux value in the very low atmosphere : in the bottom twenty kilometers, we564
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nd net uxes between 20Wm−2 and 50Wm−2, whereas measurements are more in the565
[0; 20Wm−2] range.566
This raises the question of ontinuum adjustment. The CO2 ontinuum model that we567
are using is very muh unertain. Some onstraints are available in the near-infrared win-568
dows, but at all other frequenies, speiations of the ontinuum an only be addressed569
through modeling attempts, without any experimental ontrol. Collision indued ontinu-570
ums are muh better understood for Earth-like onditions, but the pressure levels (92bars)571
and the typial exhange distanes (1km) enountered in the deep Venus atmosphere are572
so high that no laboratory experiment is able to reprodue omparable onditions. The573
ollision indued ontinuum is therefore essentially unknown in the energetially dominant574
part of the spetrum. Furthermore, the far wing sublorentzian shapes of absorption lines575
at suh pressures is also very muh unknown and this indues a ontinuum-like uner-576
tainty that annot be distinguished from the ollision indued ontinuum. Some kind of577
ontinuum adjustment is therefore required in any radiative simulation. Despite of the578
measurement unertainties, the above desribed omparison of simulated and observed579
net-ux vertial proles an help us in this adjustment exerise. In Fig. 17, simulated580
net-ux proles are reported that orrespond to various saling fators applied to our on-581
tinuum model at all frequenies below 4030cm−1. The ontinuum is kept unhanged at582
near infrared frequenies beause this is the only frequeny range for whih the ontinuum583
an be onstrained on the basis of observed emitted spetra at the top of the atmosphere584
(and we indeed heked that our ontinuum values were onsistent with the values used585
by Bézard et al. [1990℄ in the 1.73 and 2.30 µm spetral windows). The onlusions of this586
sensitivity test to the ontinuum model is that we need to inrease ontinuum absorption587
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by a fator as high as 6 if we want that the integrated net-ux be lower than 20Wm−2 at588
20km. Doing so, the net-ux prole is only weakly modied within and above the loud,589
but the strong net ux variation at the bottom of the loud is onsiderably redued, whih590
leads to a better agreement with desent probes observations.591
The other available data within the atmosphere are the observed and simulated solar net-592
uxes. In rst approximation, these an be related to the thermal net-uxes provided that593
onvetion proesses and atmospheri transport are negligeable. Convetion proesses are594
assumed to play a role within the loud and at some loations in the deep atmosphere595
and atmospheri transport is systematially mentionned when attempting to analyse the596
observed latitudinal temperature ontrasts. However, at most latitudes/altitudes, exept597
within the loud, it remains very muh meaningful to think of Venus atmosphere as in a598
state of radiative equilibrium, or quite lose to radiative equilibrium. The detailed analysis599
of suh proesses is one of the objetives of GCM simulations, but we still briey ompare600
here, in Fig. 17 the thermal net-ux proles orresponding to our nominal model (with601
the original ontinuum and the ontinuum inreased by a fator 4 and then 6) with three602
global mean net solar uxes from the literature (Tomasko et al. [1980℄;Moroz et al. [1985℄;603
Crisp [1986℄). All three thermal net ux proles are ompatible with 157 + /− 6Wm−2604
at the top of the atmosphere. A onvetion zone is learly visible between 48 and 55km,605
sine the thermal net ux is lower than the expeted solar net ux. Orders of magnitude606
between solar and thermal net uxes are omparable in the lower atmosphere (below607
48km) when ontinuum absorption optial depths are adequately adjusted. Note that,608
should the ontinuum optial depth be multiplied by a fator 4 or 6, a onvetion zone609
would appear in the ten rst kilometers. Finally, dierenes between thermal and solar net610
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uxes are learly visible in the 55-65km zone, whih may be due to the fat that dierent611
loud models were used for solar uxes omputations, or to 3D irulation eets, whih612
would imply that reasonning on the basis of a latitudinally averaged solar net ux prole613
is meaningless.614
Appart from ollision-indued absorption, the most signiant free parameters are the615
parameters of the loud model. These parameters are onstrained by top of atmosphere616
uxes as well as in-situ observations of partile sizes and shapes along desent probes617
trajetories. However, these onstraints leave strong unertainties onerning partile size618
distributions and vertial density proles, partiularly at high latitudes where the loud619
struture an be onsidered as virtually unknown . A systemati sensitivity analysis620
annot be among the objetives of the present paper and we therefore only disuss four621
sensitivity tests: suessively, eah partile mode of our nominal loud model (that of622
Zasova et al. [2007℄) is replaed by that of Knollenberg and Hunten [1980℄. Mode 2623
partiles exist only in the high loud in Zasova et al. [2007℄, whereas they are present624
throughout the whole loud in Knollenberg and Hunten [1980℄. Therefore, the urve625
labeled replaing mode 2 was obtained with a loud model where mode 2 partiles have626
been taken from Knollenberg and Hunten [1980℄ for altitudes higher than 65km only.627
Sine there is no mode 2
′
partiles in Knollenberg and Hunten [1980℄, the urve labeled628
mode 2
′
divided by 3 has been obtained with a loud model where nominal mode 2
′
629
umulated optial depths at 0.63µm, at 48km (τ0.63µm =14.26) have been saled to math630
the data presented in Tomasko et al. [1985℄ (τ0.63µm =4.66 at 48km), whih required631
that mode 2
′
partile densities were divided by a fator three. The result of these tests,632
displayed in Fig. 19, indiate that sensitivites of the thermal net ux at the top of the633
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atmosphere are quite small. The largest dierenes (less than 10%) are obtained when634
modifying mode 2 and 2
′
properties. Fig. 19(b) displays the dierenes between the635
radiative budget orresponding to the modied louds on the one hand and the nominal636
radiative budgets of Fig. 9(a) on the other hand. Sensitivities to the loud model are637
muh larger in terms of radiative budgets than in terms of top of the atmosphere uxes:638
dierenes are approximately 20% for modes 1, 2 and 2′,and reah 50% for mode 3. These639
impats are onentrated in the loud region and may signiantly modify the onvetive640
struture, and the details of the general irulation in the 40-70 km altitude range. It641
is therefore important to onsider introduing the dependeny of the NER oeients642
to loud parameters, together with the oupling of a mirophysial model desribing the643
loud struture within the GCM.644
5. Conlusion and perspetives
Major progress in our understanding of planetary atmospheri systems require that645
ground based or spatial observations are aompanied by the development of ompre-646
hensive models, whih beause of the omplexity and non linearity of the atmospheri647
dynamis and physis, an generally be ahieved only through the development of physi-648
ally based numerial tools suh as the so alled General Cirulation Models. One major649
step in the development of suh models is the derivation of "radiative transfer parameter-650
izations", i.e. highly simplied but aurate enough versions of the full radiative transfer651
alulation. This major step in general, beomes a real hallenge in the extreme venusian652
ase, with in partiular its deep CO2 atmosphere and highly sattering louds.653
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We have presented in the present paper the proess of the development of the radiative654
transfer ode whih is presently operational in the LMD venusian GCM. Several results655
have been ahieved during this long proess :656
• It was rst pratially demonstrated that most reent Monte Carlo algorithms were657
able to aurately simulate infrared radiative transfer in suh an optially thik system as658
Venus atmosphere (in terms of both absorption and sattering). Beause of their integral659
nature, the NERs onsidered in the present work ould only be evaluated with integral660
radiative transfer solvers, and among them only the Monte Carlo algorithms an deal with661
low Knudsen multiple sattering. This step was therefore essential.662
• The Venus NER matries were arefully analysed prior to any parameterization at-663
tempt. We believe that the orresponding physial pitures may provide usefull insights to664
Venus radiative transfer, partiularly when attempting to analyse the oupling of radiation665
with atmospheri dynamis.666
• An essential point was the quantiation of the impat of the main remaining un-667
ertainty soures. We onentrated on ollision indued ontinuum and loud partile668
vertial distributions, for whih we show that signiant hanges in optial properties669
may have little impats on the well onstrained top of atmosphere uxes, but strong im-670
pats on very muh unknown radiative energy exhanges as well as radiation-onvetion671
vertial oupling. The fat that few diret observations are available onerning ontin-672
uum absorption and detailed loud strutures leaves strong degrees of freedom that must673
be translated into adjustable parameters when trying to reprodue Venus vertial thermal674
struture and atmospheri dynamis with a general irulation model.675
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• When exploring optial data available in the literature, we observed that it was very676
diult to distinguish between dierenes that are worth a detailed physial interpre-677
tation attempt, and dierenes that are only the onsequenes of inversion proedure678
unertainties. This an be easily explained by the strong diulties assoiated to the679
understanding of suh a omplex physial system as Venus atmosphere. Obviously the680
state of the art is undenyably more adavaned and learer as far as near-infrared windows681
are onerned, but we an state that detailled general irulation analysis will require that682
strong further eorts be made toward the representation of optial properties throughout683
the whole infrared at all altitudes.684
• Finally, at our given stage of knowledge, we have shown that it was possible to685
derive, thanks to the NER approah, and despite the extreme onditions enountered686
in the venusian atmosphere, a fast and aurate parameterization usable in a GCM.687
Of ourse, the methodology an be used to update the radiative ode, as soon as new688
information beomes available on the venusian atmospheri omposition, mirophysial689
loud properties and optial properties.690
Until now, the ode was only derived for a xed atmospheri omposition and for691
thermal radiation only. Aounting to rst order to the spae time variations of louds692
or omposition is not a major issue, and should be onsidered in the future, when the693
question will arise from the limate studies. We are urrently working on the derivation694
of a ode for the shortwave radiation.695
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Notes
1. http://www.astro.ku.dk/∼aborysow
700
2. http://web.lmd.jussieu.fr/∼eymet/karine.html
3. As the lower atmosphere is highly absorbing, IR radiative transfer has Rosseland-like diusive features and utuations on
a disretized temperature prole indue apparent seond order spatial derivatives that translate into strong net exhanges
between adjaent layers.
4. In all gures displaying radiative budgets of atmospheri layers, results are presented in W/m3, orresponding to
ζnb(i)/∆zi, where ∆zi is the thikness of layer i. This allows quantitative omparisons independantly of the verti-
al disretization. This transformation annot be used when analysing Net-exhange matries (see gures 6 and 7 where
results are presented in W/m2), beause eah net-exhange involves two atmospheri layers.
5. the disussion assumes that i and j are atmospheri layers, but extension to ases where i or j is ground or spae is
straightforward
6. This result is not reprodued in Fig. 14, but the agreement level is very muh similar to that of omparisons with Zasova
et al. [2007℄ results.
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Figure 1. Mixing ratio of gaseous ative speies, as funtion of altitude (km).
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Figure 2. Absorption oeient ka (m
−1
) as a funtion of wave number (m
−1
) in the [4700-
4900℄ m
−1
(2.04-2.13 µm) spetral interval : at an altitude of (a) 80 km, (b) 60 km, () 40 km
and (d) 10 km. The overlap parameter Φ and the average value k¯a of the absorption oeient
for this spetral interval are given underneath eah gure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) T V IRA average gaseous absorption oeient k¯a (m
−1
), as a funtion of wave-
length and altitude. Inluding CO2 ollision-indued absorption. The spetral interval ranges
from 1.71 µm to 250 µm (40-5700 m−1) with a non-onstant band width (Table 3). (b) Gaz
overlap parameter Φ.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) Cloud absorption oeient (in m
−1
) and (b) loud sattering oeient (in
m
−1
), as funtion of wavelength and altitude .
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Cloud single-sattering albedo and (b) loud asymmetry parameter, as funtion
of wavelength and altitude.
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Figure 6. Spetrally integrated Net Exhange Rate matrix. The NER between atmospheri
layers i and j is loated at the intersetion between row index i and olumn index j. The rst row
represents NERs between the ground and every atmospheri layer (ground heating). These NERs
have a negative sign beause the ground is ooled by radiative exhanges with the atmosphere.
The last row represents NERs between all atmospheri layers and spae (ooling to spae). These
NERs are positive beause spae is heated by radiative exhanges with the atmosphere.
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(a) NER matrix band 1 (b) NER matrix band 3
() NER matrix band 6 (d) NER matrix band 9
Figure 7. NER matrixes in seleted narrow bands: (a) narrow band number 1, extending
from 5700 m
−1
to 5825 m
−1
(1.71-1.75 µm). (b) narrow band number 3, 4950-5200 m−1
(1.92-2.02 µm). () narrow band number 6, 4134-4350 m−1 (2.30-2.42 µm). (d) narrow band
number 9, 3760-3875 m
−1
(2.58-2.66 µm).
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(a) Total radiative budget (b) Portion of the radiative budget due to atm-ground net
exhanges
() Portion of the radiative budget due to atm-spae net
exhanges
(d) Portion of the radiative budget due to atm-atm net
exhanges
Figure 8. (a) Total radiative budget per ubi meter (ζnb(i)/∆zi, where ∆zi is the thikness of
layer i), as a funtion of wavelength and altitude. This total radiative budget is then deomposed
in (b) net exhanges with the ground, () net exhanges with spae and (d) net exhanges between
atmospheri layers.
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Figure 9. Spetrally integrated radiative budget in mW/m3 (ζnb(i)/∆zi, where ∆zi is the
thikness of layer i) omputed with and without sattering. The total radiative budget (a) is
deomposed in (b) portion of the budget due to exhanges with the ground, () portion of the
budget due to exhanges with spae and (d) portion of the budget due to exhanges between
atmospheri layers.
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Figure 10. Spetrally integrated matrix of the eet of sattering on Net Exhange Rates.
This gure represents dΨ(i, j) = Ψ(i, j) − Ψaa(i, j), with Ψ(i, j) the referene spetrally inte-
grated NER between layers i and j, and Ψaa(i, j) the spetrally integrated NER between layers
i and j, omputed within the absorption approximation (analytial result in a sattering-free
atmosphere).
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Figure 11. Radiative budget (mW/m
3
) as funtion of altitude, (ζnb(i)/∆zi, where ∆zi is the
thikness of layer i) for the four test temperature proles T2 to T5, xing the absorption properties
to those of the referene temperature prole T1 = T
V IRA
. The results labeled ξref∆B orrespond
to those of the proposed parameterization with a onstant ξref omputed for T1 = T
V IRA
.
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Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11 above 50km, with absorption properties funtion of temperature,
(for the exat solution, the k-distribution data have been interpollated using the T V IRA − 10K,
T V IRA and T V IRA+10K). Also displayed, the results of the upgraded parameterization desribed
in appendix C.
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Figure 13. Net ux signal inW/m2/cm−1 at the top of atmosphere (P=0.0atm) in the [0-6000℄
cm−1 spetral range. Net ux at the top of atmosphere is ompared to the Plank intensity at
232K using a logsale.
Table 1. Nominal loud model data, originally taken from Zasova et al. [2007℄. The size
distribution of eah partile mode is desribed by a log-normal distribution of modal radius r¯,
logarithmi width σlog (see Appendix B) and a mass perentage of sulfuri aid.
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 2
′
Mode 3
r¯ (µm) 0.15 1.05 1.40 3.85
σlog 1.91 1.21 1.23 1.30
H2SO4 mass % 84.5 84.5 84.5 84.5
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Figure 14. Net ux signal in W/m2/cm−1 at the top of atmosphere (P=0.0atm) in the
[0-2500℄ cm−1 spetral range. Referene results are ompared to the Plank intensity at 232K,
omputational results from Pollak et al. [1980℄, and observational results from Zasova et al.
[2007℄.
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Figure 15. Net ux signal in W/m2/cm−1 at the top of atmosphere (P=0.0atm) in the [2000-
4000℄ cm−1 spetral range. Net ux at the top of atmosphere is ompared to the Plank intensity
at 232K, and observational results from Carlson [1991℄.
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Figure 16. Net ux signal in W/m2/cm−1 at a pressure of 0.79atm (around 53km altitude) in
the [0-2500℄ cm−1 spetral range. Simulation results are ompared to the omputational result
of Pollak et al. [1980℄.
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Figure 17. Net ux in W/m2 as funtion of altitude for our nominal model and for ontinuum
optial depth inreased by fators 4 and 6. Solar net ux proles from Crisp [1986℄,Moroz et al.
[1985℄ and Tomasko et al. [1980℄ are also displayed.
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Figure 18. Thermal net ux proles (W/m2) from Reveromb et al. [1985℄.
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(a) Sensitivities of TOA thermal ux signal to loud model (b) Sensitivites of radiative budget to loud model
Figure 19. Sensitivites of top of atmosphere ux signal (a) and radiative budget (b) to loud
model. Nominal modal radiuses and standard deviations, as well as partiles onentration from
Zasova et al. [2007℄ for modes 1, 2 and 3 have been replaed by data from Knollenberg and
Hunten [1980℄. Nominal partiles onentration for mode 2
′
have been divided by a fator 3.
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Table 2. Nominal partile densities (cm−3) used in the log-normal size distribution of loud
droplets. Nominal partile densities are dened for 36 layers. Layer i extends from zmin(i) to
zmax(i) (for eah partile mode). See Appendix B for a desription of the log-normal distribution.
zmax(i) (km) zmin(i) (km) N0(1)(i) N0(2)(i) N0(2
′)(i) N0(3)(i)
84.000 83.000 1. 0. 0. 0.
83.000 82.000 2. 0. 0. 0.
82.000 81.000 4. 0. 0. 0.
81.000 80.000 6. 0. 0. 0.
80.000 79.000 10. 1. 0. 0.
79.000 78.000 15. 1. 0. 0.
78.000 77.000 20. 2. 0. 0.
77.000 76.000 30. 3. 0. 0.
76.000 75.000 50. 5. 0. 0.
75.000 74.000 70. 7. 0. 0.
74.000 73.000 110. 11. 0. 0.
73.000 72.000 160. 16. 0. 0.
72.000 71.000 240. 24. 0. 0.
71.000 70.000 360. 36. 0. 0.
70.000 69.000 530. 53. 0. 0.
69.000 68.000 800. 80. 0. 0.
68.000 67.000 1200. 120. 0. 0.
67.000 66.000 1800. 180. 0. 0.
66.000 65.000 1500. 150. 0. 0.
65.000 64.000 200. 0. 20. 0.
64.000 63.000 750. 0. 75. 0.
63.000 62.000 750. 0. 75. 0.
62.000 61.000 750. 0. 75. 0.
61.000 60.000 750. 0. 75. 0.
60.000 59.000 500. 0. 30. 0.
59.000 58.000 500. 0. 50. 0.
58.000 57.000 500. 0. 50. 0.
57.000 56.000 300. 0. 50. 0.
56.000 55.000 500. 0. 50. 3.
55.000 54.000 500. 0. 50. 10.
54.000 53.000 500. 0. 50. 10.
53.000 52.000 500. 0. 50. 10.
52.000 51.000 500. 0. 50. 10.
51.000 50.000 500. 0. 50. 20.
50.000 49.000 500. 0. 50. 30.
49.000 48.000 500. 0. 50. 20.
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Appendix A: Spetral mesh
Table 3. Spetral limits of the 68 narrow bands.
Band index Lower λ (µm) Upper λ (µm) Lower ν (m−1) Upper ν (m−1)
1 1.717 1.755 5699.62 5825.00
2 1.755 1.923 5200.12 5699.62
3 1.923 2.020 4950.37 5200.12
4 2.020 2.198 4549.75 4950.37
5 2.198 2.299 4349.95 4549.75
6 2.299 2.418 4134.86 4349.95
7 2.418 2.481 4029.87 4134.86
8 2.481 2.581 3874.92 4029.87
9 2.581 2.660 3759.73 3874.92
10 2.660 2.899 3449.84 3759.73
11 2.899 3.101 3224.55 3449.84
12 3.101 3.289 3040.04 3224.55
13 3.289 3.419 2924.85 3040.04
14 3.419 3.584 2790.30 2924.85
15 3.584 3.642 2745.44 2790.30
16 3.642 3.745 2670.01 2745.44
17 3.745 3.938 2539.53 2670.01
18 3.938 4.082 2449.82 2539.53
19 4.082 4.185 2389.68 2449.82
20 4.185 4.387 2279.58 2389.68
21 4.387 4.640 2155.22 2279.58
22 4.640 4.762 2100.17 2155.22
23 4.762 4.902 2040.03 2100.17
24 4.902 4.974 2010.47 2040.03
25 4.974 5.090 1964.60 2010.47
26 5.090 5.319 1879.99 1964.60
27 5.319 5.526 1809.65 1879.99
28 5.526 5.884 1699.56 1809.65
29 5.884 6.173 1620.04 1699.56
30 6.173 6.328 1580.29 1620.04
31 6.328 6.668 1499.76 1580.29
32 6.668 7.041 1420.24 1499.76
33 7.041 7.196 1389.66 1420.24
34 7.196 7.493 1334.62 1389.66
35 7.493 7.663 1305.05 1334.62
36 7.663 8.000 1250.01 1305.05
37 8.000 8.066 1239.81 1250.01
38 8.066 8.263 1210.25 1239.81
39 8.263 8.404 1189.86 1210.25
40 8.404 8.773 1139.91 1189.86
41 8.773 9.090 1100.16 1139.91
42 9.090 9.522 1050.21 1100.16
43 9.522 9.997 1000.26 1050.21
44 9.997 10.31 969.677 1000.26
45 10.31 10.69 935.018 969.677
46 10.69 11.11 900.359 935.018
47 11.11 11.83 845.313 900.359
48 11.83 12.27 814.731 845.313
49 12.27 12.74 785.169 814.731
50 12.74 13.16 759.685 785.169
51 13.16 13.89 719.929 759.685
52 13.89 14.70 680.173 719.929
53 14.70 15.52 644.494 680.173
54 15.52 16.26 614.932 644.494
55 16.26 17.54 570.079 614.932
56 17.54 19.23 520.130 570.079
57 19.23 20.82 480.374 520.130
58 20.82 22.75 439.598 480.374
59 22.75 26.28 380.474 439.598
60 26.28 30.35 329.505 380.474
61 30.35 35.77 279.555 329.505
62 35.77 42.61 234.702 279.555
63 42.61 52.67 189.849 234.702
64 52.67 62.39 160.287 189.849
65 62.39 77.10 129.706 160.287
66 77.10 99.86 100.144 129.706
67 99.86 143.8 69.5621 100.144
68 143.8 250.0 40.0000 69.5621
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Appendix B: Clouds optial properties
The log-normal distribution used for desribing loud droplets size distributions in this artile855
is n(r) = N0p(r), where N0 is the nominal partile density and the probability density funtion856
p is dened as857
p(r) =
1√
2pi.r.σlog
exp
[
−1
2
( ln( r
r¯
)
σlog
)2]
(B1)
where r¯ is the modal radius and σlog is the logarithmi width. The eetive radius re is dened858
as: re =
<r3>
<r2>
, with:859
< r2 >=
∫ +∞
0
p(r)r2dr = r¯2exp
(
2ln(σ)2
)
(B2)
< r3 >=
∫ +∞
0
p(r)r3dr = r¯3exp
(9
2
ln(σ)2
)
(B3)
leading to:860
re = r¯.exp
(5
2
ln(σ)2
)
(B4)
A program based on the Mie sattering theory is used in order to ompute extintion eieny861
fators qext, single-sattering albedos ω and asymmetry parameters g as funtions of wavenumber,862
for eah partile mode. The mirophysial parameters are:863
• the log-normal distribution parameters for eah partile mode, from Knollenberg and Hunten864
[1980℄ and Grinspoon et al. [1993℄ (see Tables 1 and 2).865
• the mass perentage of H2SO4 for eah partile mode [Knollenberg and Hunten, 1980℄ (see866
Table 1).867
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• the omplex refrative index of H2SO4 solutions, as funtion of wavenumber, from Palmer868
and Williams [1975℄.869
The extintion optial depth τext of a given atmospheri layer, for a given partile mode, is:870
τext =
3
4
qext.M
ρ.re
(B5)
where ρ is the partile volumi mass and M is the surfai mass orresponding to the partiles in871
the onsidered layer (that extends from z1 to z2), that an be omputed as M(z1, z2) = ρ
4
3
pi <872
r3 >
∫ z2
z1
N0(z)dz, whih leads to τext = piqextr¯
2exp
(
2ln2(σ)
) ∫ z2
z1
N0(z)dz.873
The absorption τa and sattering τs optial depths for the onsidered partile mode are τs =874
τextω and τa = (1− ω)τext. Total optial depths for eah layer are the sum of the ontributions875
of all partile modes.876
Appendix C: Simple upgrades for the upper atmosphere
Upgrading the parameterization in order to inlude opaity variations with temperature is877
widely simplied by the fat that sattering has only a little inuene on infrared radiative878
transfers above the louds (Fig. 9 and 10). All NERs involving atmospheri layers above the879
louds an be aurately modeled under the absorption approximation. This means that the880
analytial form of eah ξnb(i, j) an be partially derived as funtion of eah temperature T¯p to881
produe analytial expressions of the sensitivities
∂ξ
ref
nb (i,j)
∂T¯p
around T V IRA for eah layer index p882
between i and j. A linear expansion of ξnb(i, j) an then be used to derive the following upgraded883
version of the parameterization :884
Ψnb(i, j) ≈
[
ξ
ref
b (i, j) +
max(i,j)∑
p=min(i,j)
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, j)
∂T¯p
(T¯p − T¯ refp )
](
Bnb(j)− Bnb(i)
)
(C1)
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Before any auray test, we rst heked that the linear expansion indues no violation of885
the reiproity priniple, meaning that whatever the non-linearities of ξnb(i, j) with temperature886
(opaities are linearly interpolated but extintions are exponential) ξ
ref
nb (i, j) +
∑
p
∂ξ
ref
nb (i,j)
∂T¯p
(T¯p −887
T¯ refp ) remains positive for all i, j and nb in the onsidered perturbation range. For the four888
sinusoidal perturbations desribed above, no suh diulty was enountered. Results in terms of889
ooling rates indiate that the opaity variations are well reprodued with suh a parameterization890
(not shown).891
However, the partial derivatives
∂ξ
ref
nb (i,j)
∂T¯p
require a muh larger storage than ξ
ref
nb (i, j) whih is a892
severe handiap. A rst pratial solution is to make use of Eq. C1 only for the dominant NERs893
(NERs with spae, with the two adjaent layers, and with one or two layers at the top of the894
loud) and to keep the standard parameterization for the remaining NERs. But this still leads895
to a fator 4 or a fator 5 inrease of the storage requirement. This an be redued by linearizing896
the Plank funtion for the orretion term :897
Ψnb(i, j) ≈ ξrefnb (i, j)(Bnb(j)− Bnb(i)) +
[
m+1∑
p=0
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, j)
∂T¯p
(T¯p − T¯ refp )
]
∗
[
Brefnb (j) +
∂Brefnb (j)
∂T¯j
(T¯j − T¯ refj )− Brefnb (i)−
∂Brefnb (i)
∂T¯i
(T¯i − T¯ refi )
]
This allows to sum one over the narrow-bands before applying the perturbation :898
Ψ(i, j) =
Nb∑
nb=1
Ψnb(i, j)
≈
Nb∑
nb=1
ξ
ref
nb (i, j)(Bnb(j)− Bnb(i))
+
m+1∑
p=0
(T¯p − T¯ refp )
[
Arefi,j,p + C
ref
i,j,p(T¯j − T¯ refj )−Drefi,j,p −Erefi,j,p(T¯i − T¯ refi )
]
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with899
Arefi,j,p =
Nb∑
nb=1
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, j)
∂T¯p
Brefnb (j) (C2)
Crefi,j,p =
Nb∑
nb=1
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, j)
∂T¯p
∂Brefnb (j)
∂T¯j
(C3)
Drefi,j,p =
Nb∑
nb=1
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, j)
∂T¯p
Brefnb (i) (C4)
Erefi,j,p =
Nb∑
nb=1
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, j)
∂T¯p
∂Brefnb (i)
∂T¯i
(C5)
As these last four oeients do not depend on the narrow-band index, if only the dominant900
NERs are onsidered, then the storage requirement is very small ompared to that of ξ
ref
nb (i, j).901
Suh a parameterization upgrade is therefore easy to implement.902
However, as soon as the temperature perturbations are of the same order as the dierene903
|T¯j−T¯i| (whih an ommonly our for layers lose the one to the other), this approximation an904
easily lead to a violation of the reiproity priniple. Nothing ensures indeed that the dierene905
Brefnb (j)+
∂Bref
nb
(j)
∂T¯j
(T¯j − T¯ refj )−Brefnb (i)− ∂B
ref
nb
(i)
∂T¯i
(T¯i − T¯ refi ) is positive when T¯j is greater than T¯i.906
This solution an therefore only be applied to long distane net-exhanges. In pratie, we only907
used it for net-exhanges with spae. It ould ertainly be used for net-exhanges with the top908
of the louds, for layers far enough from the loud, but we ould not yet think of a systemati909
enough proedure.910
For adjaent layers, a simpler proedure an be implemented. The temperature dierene911
between adjaent layers an indeed be assumed to be small enough so that the Plank funtion912
an be linearized around the same temperature for the two layers. This leads to913
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Ψ(i, i+ 1) =
Nb∑
nb=1
Ψnb(i, i+ 1)
≈
Nb∑
nb=1
ξ
ref
nb (i, i+ 1)(Bnb(i+ 1)−Bnb(i))
+
i+1∑
p=i
F refi,i+1,p(T¯p − T¯ refp )(T¯i+1 − T¯i) (C6)
with914
F refi,i+1,p =
Nb∑
nb=1
∂ξ
ref
nb (i, i+ 1)
∂T¯p
1
2
(
∂Brefnb (i)
∂T¯i
+
∂Brefnb (i+ 1)
∂T¯i+1
)
(C7)
The fat that the dierene (T¯i+1− T¯i) appears diretly in the expression of the orretion terms915
insures that the reiproity priniple is satised whatever the temperature perturbation prole.916
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